DIY Telegraph

SUPPLIES
• 10 cm long brass stapping
• 10 cm long metal strapping
• 8 cm long metal strapping X2
• two colours electrical wire. One 45cm long,
one 20 cm long
• 1 screw
• 1 iron nail
• box
• Printable template
• 2 D batteries
• Elastic Band
•4 small nails
•Hot glue and clips (extra not required)
•Scissors

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Gather all of your supplies.
3. IMPORTANT! Examine your wire. If there
are any cuts in the plastic (other than the
ones you just made) cover them with tape.
4. Take the longer piece of wire and fold it so
one side is 10cm longer.

2. Using your scissors, gently cut around the
plastic at one end of the wire. Make sure you
cut the plastic only and not the wire. Once it
is cut, pull the plastic off of the wire. Repeat
on each wire end.

5. Place the large iron nail at the fold in the
wire. Take the short side of the wire and
begin wrapping it tightly around the nail.
Leave 8 cm of wire unwrapped at the end.

8. Place the copper strapping over the key
rectangle.

9. Using the long end of the wire, wrap the
end around the top of the screw, right below
the head. Using your fingers, twist the screw
into the box, through the second last hole of
the copper strapping.

6. Repeat the process with the longer side,
leaving 15cm of wire unwrapped.

7. Stick the nail into the corner circle
between the sounder and power supply. The
short wire should line up with the battery
supply.

10. Take the long metal strapping and
slightly bend it in the middle. Place it over
the sounder rectangle so the one end of the
strapping is right above the nail. Place a nail
through one of the holes to secure it in place.
The sounder should not touch the nail but be
very close.

11. Take the two short metal strapping
pieces and fold them into C shapes.
Secure them to either side of the power
supply rectangle using nails.

12. Using the short wire, wrap one end
around a nail and place it on the opposite
end of the end rectangle from the screw.
Attach the other end of the wire to metal
strapping as shown.

13. Attach the short end of the wire from the
iron nail onto the other C shaped strapping.

14. Make sure the copper piece is not
touching the nail. (You can place the clip on
the end for additional handling but its not
needed). Place the two batteries into the
power supply as shown. Place the elastic
band and wrap it around the power supply to
hold them in place.

of the iron nail. Your sounder(the longer
metal strapping) will be attracted to the
nail. Once you let go of the key, the circuit is
disconnected and the sounder moves away
from the electromagnet.

TO USE: Press the key down to engage the
elctromagnet. You will hear a click sound of
the sounder hitting the electromagnet.
Release the key for the sounder to return to
its start position. You may need to fiddle with
the sounder to get it in the right spot-this
may take a few minutes.
Practice your morse code by sending dots (a
quick click of the key) and dashes (holding
down the key for a second).
15. Press the end of the copper piece (your
key) onto the nail. This will complete the
circut and create an electromagnet out

IMPORTANT
In some tests of this experiment, the copper
piece has been known to get warm. DO NOT
keep the copper piece touching the nail. Use
it only for quick taps to make your morse
code messages.
If you are finding yours is getting hot, add
the clip to the end of the key and put some
hot glue on it. The hot glue will act as an
insulator keeping your skin from feeling
warm.

